
Saturday 12th of November 2016 from 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Ås Arts and Event Centre & Cinema.
 
Ås International Cultural Centre is pleased to present AA.. 
AA. is a project that has as its primary goal the hope of creating bonds of friendship 
between people from diferent cultures as well as reducing xenophobia.
Motto: Creating bonds of friendship through cultural experiences.

Program
Slam Poetry with Sarah Ramin Osmundsen.
Slam Poetry is a means by which artists may share their personal views of society via rhyme 
and rhythm. Beatboxing is the corporeal art of creating rhythms, sound efects, and music 
where the mouth is the main instrument, albeit utilised in a more unorthodox manner. Both 
slam and beatboxing originated from rap music and is prevalent in the US, but is becoming 
increasingly popular worldwide.
Sarah is slam poet, actor, and singer. You may have seen her at the Nordic Black Theatre, 
Aouse of Drama, Tekstlab, Oslo Nye Theatre or The Norwegian Theatre. In 2012 she won the
Championship in slam poetry. Aer focus is on the meeting between the stage and the 
auditorium, between the artist and her public. Sarah lives in Oslo, with roots in Stavanger 
and Martiniiue.
 
FILM PREMIERE: Aouse of Norway.
The official premiere for Aouse of Norway will not be until 2017 so it is our absolute pleasure
to be able to share this brilliant flm with you already now in 2016.
After the flm, the director aan .rrdøen, and principle actor Shahrukh aavousi, will 
participate in a panel discussion about the flm's content.

About the movie
Aouse of Norway is a political satire e comedy about what it's like, as a foreigner, to be new 
in Norway, with all the ups and downs and boons and pitalls of learning about Norwegian 
culture and societal rules. The flm follows Ramin, a resourceful man from the Middle East, 
who cycles across the border into Norway. Ae iuickly fnds his way to the Academy where 
he will learn to be Norwegian by going through a series of cultural trials, the next more 
surreal and bizarre than the previous. If he does not pass these tests, he must leave the 
country.
You can watch the trailer here: http:eewww.aftenposten.noe...eI-denne-flmen-far-
fyktningene...
 
An important part of the event is the hope of creating bonds of friendship. Refreshments will
be served.
Entrance NOa 150, - Students NOa 50, - (incl. food). Profts go to the continuation of the 
project.
 
CLICa AERE TO SEE TAE AA. POSTER
 
About AA.



AA. creates cultural meeting places for people from diferent cultural backgrounds. The goal
is to get to know diferent cultures and reduce xenophobia. The project consists of diferent 
kinds of art mediums, music, dance, theatre and poetry, lectures and dialogue.
 
LIaE AA. on Facebook
Contact Information:
Ås International Cultural Centre
Ås Arts and Event Centre and Cinema.


